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		Deal with data, build up financial formulas in code from scratch, and evaluate and think about money in your day-to-day life. This book is about Python and personal finance and how you can effectively mix the two together. 

		

		
			In Personal Finance with Python you will learn Python and finance at the same time by creating a profit calculator, a currency converter, an amortization schedule, a budget, a portfolio rebalancer, and a purchase forecaster. Many of the examples use pandas, the main data manipulation tool in Python. Each chapter is hands-on, self-contained, and motivated by fun and interesting examples.

	

	Although this book assumes a minimal familiarity with programming and the Python language, if you don't have any, don't worry. Everything is built up piece-by-piece and the first chapters are conducted at a relaxed pace. You'll need Python 3.6 (or above) and all of the setup details are included.

	

	
		What You'll Learn

	
			
				Work with data in pandas
	
				Calculate Net Present Value and Internal Rate Return
	
				Query a third-party API with Requests
	
				Manage secrets
	
				Build efficient loops
	
				Parse English sentences with Recurrent
	
				Work with the YAML file format
	
				Fetch stock quotes and use Prophet to forecast the future


	

	
		Who This Book Is For

	

	

	Anyone interested in Python, personal finance, and/or both! This book is geared towards those who want to manage their money more effectively and to those who just want to learn or improve their Python.
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Wireframing Essentials (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2014

	If you've ever wanted to be a User Experience (UX) designer, this book will give you a great head start. It's a comprehensive handbook to the core principles and leads you through design methodologies with many practical examples.


	Overview

	
		Get up to speed on the industry standard design...
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A First Course in Fourier AnalysisCambridge University Press, 2008

	This unique book provides a meaningful resource for applied mathematics through Fourier analysis. It develops a unified theory of discrete and continuous (univariate) Fourier analysis, the fast Fourier transform, and a powerful elementary theory of generalized functions and shows how these mathematical ideas can be used to study sampling...
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iPad 2: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2011

	Apple announced the original iPad on January 27, 2010, and the
	technology world hasn’t been the same since. Customers rushed
	to buy the tablet, snapping up more than 300,000 the day it went
	on sale. Competitors rushed to copy it, with Samsung, Motorola, Amazon,
	and others creating their own variations on the app-friendly...
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MOS 2010 Study Guide for Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OutlookMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Desktop computing proficiency is increasingly important in today’s business world. As a result, when screening, hiring, and training employees, employers can feel reassured by relying on the objectivity and consistency of technology certification to ensure the competence of their workforce. As an employee or job seeker, you can...
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Introduction to Hardware Security and TrustSpringer, 2011


	As technology feature size of devices and interconnects shrink at the rate predicted

	by Moore’s law, gate density and design complexity on single integrated chip

	(IC) keep increasing in recent decades. The close to nanoscale fabrication process

	introduces more manufacturing errors. New failure mechanisms that are not covered...
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Beginning Illustration and Storyboarding for Games (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2004
The creative work involved in creating concept art for games is one of the most rewarding jobs that an artist can have. In fact, it is possibly the most creative job in the entire game industry. Concept artists have the opportunity to visualize things that have never been seen before. They create the visual design of games. It is a huge...
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